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Abstract We consider power networks in which it is not possible to satisfy
all loads at the demand nodes, due to some attack or disturbance to the net-
work. We formulate a model, based on AC power flow equations, to restore
the network to feasibility by shedding load at demand nodes, but doing so
in a way that minimizes a weighted measure of the total load shed, and af-
fects as few demand nodes as possible. Besides suggesting an optimal response
to a given attack, our approach can be used to quantify disruption, thereby
enabling “stress testing” to be performed and vulnerabilities to be identified.
Optimization techniques including nonsmooth penalty functions, sequential
linear programming, and active-set heuristics are used to solve this model. We
describe an algorithmic framework and present convergence results, includ-
ing a quadratic convergence result for the case in which the solution is fully
determined by its constraints, a situation that arises frequently in the power
systems application.
Keywords AC power flow equations, composite nonsmooth optimization,
sequential linear programming, active-set methods
1 Introduction
Consider a power grid that has experienced an unexpected event that may
interfere with its ability to meet load requirements at its demand nodes. The
event could be a natural contingency, an equipment failure, or a malicious
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attack intended to disrupt the system. The operating point needs to be mod-
ified after such an event. Since a power network often has some resistance to
small perturbations, the system may still be operational after the disruption.
If, however, the perturbation exceeds the tolerance of the system, the power
flow problem may fail to have a solution until the configuration is adjusted, for
example, by reducing loads at the demand nodes. We formulate and solve the
problem of shedding loads, in the least disruptive manner possible, to restore
feasible operation of the network. Our formulation is based on the nonlinear
AC power-flow model, so we need to solve a nonlinear program, or minimize
its equivalent nonsmooth penalty function. The measure of total load shed
also serves as a metric for the severity of the disruption, which may be useful
in analyzing the vulnerability of the grid to attacks of different kinds.
1.1 Our Approach
Our approach for solving feasibility restoration problems based on AC power-
flow models uses an algorithmic framework of trust-region methods for com-
posite nonsmooth optimization (CNSO). The subproblem solved at each iter-
ation can be posed as a linear program (LP), solved with a simplex algorithm.
Although the existing power-flow literature tends to favor the use of interior-
point methods, we find the LP-based approach to be appealing because of its
amenability to warm starting, which often allows linearized subproblems to be
solved quickly after the first few “outer” iterations (of the sequential linear pro-
gramming strategy). Moreover, excellent software such as Cplex is available
for linear programming, and it can be invoked easily from such power systems
modeling frameworks such as MATPOWER (Zimmerman et al 2011). By con-
trast, warm-starting strategies for interior-point methods have not proved to
be effective in general (Yildirim and Wright 2002), except when the optimal
active set does not change between outer iterations.
Because we formulate the nonlinear equality constraints in the problem
using an ℓ1-penalty term, rather than enforcing them as hard constraints, all
subproblems are feasible, provided that the initial starting point for the very
first subproblem is feasible. Feasible initial points can be chosen without any
additional processing, since the only explicit constraints left in the subproblems
after reformulation are box constraints. There is no need to complicate the
algorithm by solving separately for tangential and normal steps, as is done in
a number of previous approaches described below.
The first-order information used in sequential ℓ1-linear programming (Sℓ1LP)
framework is sometimes sufficient to produce a quadratic convergence rate.
When applied to a feasible system, our approach usually takes the same steps
as Newton’s method applied to the AC power flow equations (which are equal-
ity constraints in our formulation), and both methods require only first deriva-
tives of the AC equations to be computed. Thus, if the power system is feasible,
the convergence rate of our algorithm is quadratic, like Newton’s method for
nonlinear equations. We observe this fast convergence behavior too on several
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infeasible networks, especially when a network can be recovered by adjusting
just a few demand nodes.
In general, however, only linear convergence can be expected from sub-
problems constructed with first-order information. To overcome this slow rate
of local convergence, we employ an active-set heuristic that can accelerate the
convergence of the algorithm at the cost of second-derivative evaluations of the
AC power flow formulae. In this heuristic, we estimate the optimal active set of
a problem and solve the resulting equality-constrained optimization problem
using a Newton-like approach. If the correct active set cannot be identified
after a modest number of attempts, we revert to the Sℓ1LP strategy.
1.2 Previous Work
There is a wide literature on applying nonlinear optimization techniques to
AC power flow equations. We survey here the works most relevant to our ap-
proach from the recent literature, and then indicate how our approach differs.
Most of these papers use the setting of optimal power flow (OPF) rather than
feasibility, but since both these problems are closely related to the formulation
we consider here, we discuss them together.
A formulation like ours for the unsolvability problem is considered in
Granville et al (1996), where the objective is a weighted sum of the fractions
of loads that cannot be met. A primal-dual interior-point method is proposed
for the resulting nonlinear program. The algorithm is a basic interior-point
method that includes few safeguards to ensure convergence.
The formulation in Barboza and Salgado (2001b) seeks to minimize the
sum of squares of the loads that cannot be met, subject to the AC power
flow equations being satisfied at other specified nodes, along with line and
voltage magnitude limits. A primal-dual interior-point method is applied to
the resulting nonlinear program. In Barboza and Salgado (2001a), the same
authors consider an alternative formulation in which the rate of decrease of
the load at the nodes eligible for load shedding is specified in advance, leading
to a nonlinear optimization formulation whose objective consists of a single
parameter. The interior-point approach is again used to solve this formulation.
Trust-region approaches have been considered by several authors, in con-
junction with both interior-point and sequential quadratic programming (SQP)
algorithms. All these papers have OPF as their target problem, with the AC
power flow equations as constraints, along with line limits and voltage mag-
nitude limits. In Zhou et al (2005), an SQP approach with trust regions and
an ℓ1-merit function is described. Since the primary trust-region subproblem
can become infeasible for small values of the trust-region radius ∆k, the step
is separated into components that are normal and tangent to the active con-
straint manifold, respectively (see Nocedal and Wright (2006, Section 18.5)
for a description of this technique), but it is not clear how the active set is
determined for purposes of this calculation. The second-order term in each
subproblem is also not specified.
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Sousa and Torres (2007) describe two trust-region approaches for the OPF
problem. The first approach is an SQP approach somewhat like that of Zhou et al
(2005), where the tangent subproblem is solved with an interior-point method
for quadratic programming. In the second approach, a nonlinear primal-dual
interior-point method is applied directly to the nonlinear program. Second
derivatives are used in both approaches. A journal paper by this team (Sousa et al
2011) focuses on the first approach with some modifications, chiefly, that
interior-point methods for quadratic programming are used to solve both the
normal and tangential subproblems. Global convergence of the approach to
a local stationary point is noted, and computational results are presented on
standard test sets with up to 1211 buses.
The algorithm described in Min and Shengsong (2005) is a sequential linear
programming (SLP) approach with trust regions, applied to an OPF formu-
lation, with the subproblems solved by an interior-point method for linear
programming. After the SLP step is calculated, the iterate is adjusted by solv-
ing the AC power flow equations, thus ensuring that every iterate satisfies the
equality constraints exactly in the nonlinear programming formulation. The
authors note that the trust-region subproblem can become infeasible if the
radius ∆k is too small, so they propose a modification in which the inequal-
ity constraints are relaxed, and the amount of relaxation is penalized in the
subproblem. No convergence theory is presented.
1.3 Outline
In the next section, we introduce some notation along with the problem for-
mulation that is used as the basis of our analysis, together with optimality
conditions. Section 3 describes the sequential ℓ1-linear programming (Sℓ1LP)
framework and its global and local convergence properties. Section 4 discusses
heuristics for identifying the optimal active set and estimation of Lagrange
multipliers, which can be incorporated into the Sℓ1LP framework to boost the
convergence rate. Section 5 describes the application to minimal load shedding
in disrupted power systems, with computational results and comparisons to
other approaches described in Section 6.
2 Formulation, Overview of the Algorithm, and Notation
We begin this section by describing the problem formulation, along with its
optimality conditions and its nonsmooth penalty-function equivalent. We also
give a sketch of our algorithmic approach. The second subsection presents
basic relevant concepts from convex analysis that are used in the convergence
analysis of Section 3.
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2.1 Problem Formulations and Optimality Conditions
We consider the following optimization problem:
min
x
pTx (1a)
subject to c(x) = 0 (1b)
x ≤ x ≤ x, (1c)
where p, x and x are vectors in Rn and c : Rn → Rm is a nonlinear function
with n ≥ m. Any problem with nonlinear objectives and constraints can be
formulated in this way by introducing auxiliary variables; we prefer to iso-
late the nonlinearity in the equality constraint to simplify the analysis and
description of the method.
At a feasible point x of (1), we define the set of active inequalities as
A(x) = {i | xi = xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, (2a)
A(x) = {i | xi = xi, i = 1, 2, . . . , n}, (2b)
A(x) = A(x) ∪A(x), (2c)
and the set of inactive inequalities as
I(x) = {1, 2, · · · , n}\A(x), (3a)
I(x) = {1, 2, · · · , n}\A(x), (3b)
I(x) = {1, 2, · · · , n}\A(x). (3c)
For convenience, we use abbreviated notation for these sets when evaluated at
an iterate xk: Ak := A(xk), A
k
:= A(xk), and so on. Similarly, at a solution
x∗ of (1), we use A∗ := A(x∗), A
∗
:= A(x∗), and so on. The operator | · | is
used to denote cardinality of a set.
The linear independent constraint qualification (LICQ) for (1) at x∗ is:
{∇ci(x
∗), i = 1, 2, . . . ,m} ∪ {ei, i ∈ A
∗} is linearly independent
where ∇ci(x
∗) is the gradient of ci(x) at x
∗ and ei is the ith column of n× n
identity matrix. We assume that LICQ holds for the solutions of (1).
Definition 1 We say a solution x∗ of (1) is fully determined by the constraints
if (a) m + |A∗| = n; and (b) LICQ holds at x∗. If m + |A∗| < n, we call the
solution underdetermined (even if LICQ holds).
The Lagrangian function L(x, λ, µ, ν) of (1) is defined as
L(x, λ, µ, ν) := pTx+ λT c(x)− µT (x− x)− νT (x− x),
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where λ, µ, and ν are the Lagrange multipliers corresponding to the equality
constraints (1b), lower bound and upper bound of (1c), respectively. The first-
order optimality conditions of (1) are given as
∇xL(x, λ, µ, ν) = 0, (4a)
c(x) = 0, (4b)
0 ≤ x− x ⊥ µ ≥ 0, (4c)
0 ≥ x− x ⊥ ν ≤ 0, (4d)
where a ⊥ b indicates aT b = 0 and
∇xL(x, λ, µ, ν) = p+∇c(x)
T λ− µ− ν.
By introducing the following ℓ1-penalty function φ(x) with a penalty pa-
rameter ω > 0:
φ(x) := pTx+ ω‖c(x)‖1, (5)
we can reformulate problem (1) as a CNSO problem with box constraints:
min
x
φ(x) subject to x ≤ x ≤ x. (6)
It is well known that if the penalty parameter ω is sufficiently large, under rea-
sonable conditions, a local solution of (6) is a local minimizer of (1) (Nocedal and Wright
2006, Theorem 17.3). In our algorithm, the CNSO problem is solved using a
trust-region framework, for a particular choice of parameter ω. At each it-
eration, we define a linearized model of the objective in (6) and solve an
LP subproblem containing the constraints in (6) along with a trust region.
Following Fletcher (1987), we refer to this approach as sequential ℓ1-linear
programming (Sℓ1LP). The trust region is adjusted so that the step obtained
from the LP subproblem gives a “sufficient decrease” in the objective φ at each
iteration, guaranteeing global convergence. We will show that for fully deter-
mined solutions, the Sℓ1LP algorithm converges quadratically under certain
conditions.
If the solution of a problem is underdetermined, we do not expect the fast
convergence of Sℓ1LP, so we enhance the basic strategy with active-set heuris-
tics that use second-order information, to recover rapid local convergence.
Let x∗ be a (local) optimal solution of (1), satisfying (4). Given the optimal
active and inactive sets at x∗ (see (2) and (3)), we can rewrite the conditions
(4) as follows:
∇xL(x, λ, µ, ν) = 0,
c(x) = 0,
xi − xi = 0, µi ≥ 0 for i ∈ A
∗,
xi − xi = 0, νi ≤ 0 for i ∈ A
∗
,
xi < xi < xi for i ∈ I
∗,
µi = 0 for i ∈ I
∗,
νi = 0 for i ∈ I
∗
.
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By gathering the equality constraints in this system, we obtain

∇xL(x, λ, µ, ν)
c(x)
(x− x)A∗
(x− x)
A
∗
µI∗
ν
I
∗


= 0, (7)
whose solution (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) also satisfies the following inequalities:
xi < xi < xi for i ∈ I
∗,
µi ≥ 0 for i ∈ A
∗,
νi ≤ 0 for i ∈ A
∗
.
(8)
If a starting point close enough to the optimum can be identified, and if the
optimal active sets are known, it may be possible to find a KKT point (4) by
applying Newton’s method for nonlinear equations to (7), then checking that
the solution so obtained satisfies (8). To initiate this process, we need reliable
ways to identify the optimal active set, and to estimate the values of the La-
grange multipliers. Under certain conditions, both active sets and the optimal
Lagrange multipliers can be estimated from the duals of the LP subproblems
at the previous Sℓ1LP iteration. If after making a modest number of guesses of
the optimal active set, the strategy does not appear to be converging rapidly,
we return to the Sℓ1LP strategy.
2.2 Convex Analysis Terminology and Notation
Given a closed convex set C ⊂ Rn we denote the dual cone by C∗, where
C∗ := {p | pT t ≥ 0 for all t ∈ C}. (9)
The polar cone is denoted by C◦, where
C◦ := {p | pT t ≤ 0 for all t ∈ C}.
Note that C◦ = −C∗.
The set Ω ⊂ Rn is a polyhedral convex set if there is a finite collection of
vectors bi ∈ R
n and scalars γi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,K, such that
Ω = {x | bTi x ≤ γi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,K}
(see (Rockafellar 1970, p. 170)). The active set A(x) at a given x ∈ Ω is
A(x) := {i = 1, 2, . . . ,K | bTi x = γi}.
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The normal cone NΩ(x) to Ω at x is defined as
NΩ(x) :={y | y
T (x′ − x) ≤ 0, for all x′ ∈ Ω}
=

0 +
∑
i∈A(x)
λibi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ λi ≥ 0 for all i ∈ A(x)

. (10)
The set of feasible directions for Ω at x ∈ Ω is defined as
FΩ(x) :={d | x+ αd ∈ Ω for all α sufficiently small and positive}
={d | bTi d ≤ 0 for all i ∈ A(x)}.
(11)
It is easy to show (using a theorem of the alternative) that NΩ(x) = FΩ(x)
◦,
which is the polar cone constructed from FΩ(x).
The subdifferential ∂h(c) of a convex function h : Rm → R is defined as
∂h(c) := {v | h(c) + vT (c′ − c) ≤ h(c′) for all c′ ∈ domh}.
When h is a polyhedral convex function of the form
h(c) := max
j=1,2,...,M
hTj c+ βj , (12)
for some hj ∈ R
m and βj ∈ R, j = 1, 2, . . . ,M , we obtain an explicit form of
the subdifferential:
∂h(c) =

v =
∑
j:h(c)=hT
j
c+βj
λjhj
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ λj ≥ 0,
∑
j:h(c)=hT
j
c+βj
λj = 1

,
which in this case is a closed convex polyhedral set (Rockafellar 1970, Theo-
rem 19.1).
2.3 Other Notation
We use 1 to denote the vector of ones, and ei to denote the ith column of the
identity matrix. Given a set A ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n}, we use IA to denote the matrix
whose rows are the rows of the n × n identity matrix corresponding to the
entries in A.
3 Sequential ℓ1-Linear Programming (Sℓ1LP)
We begin this section by motivating and describing the Sℓ1LP approach for
problem (6). Global convergence properties are discussed in Subsection 3.2,
and local convergence properties are the focus of Subsection 3.3.
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3.1 Algorithm Description
To solve (6) using the Sℓ1LP framework, the LP subproblems with an ℓ∞-
trust-region are defined as follows, at iterate xk:
min
d
mk(d) (13a)
subject to x ≤ xk + d ≤ x (13b)
‖d‖
∞
≤ ∆k, (13c)
where ∆k > 0 is a trust region radius and the linearized model function mk(d)
is defined as follows:
mk(d) := pT (xk + d) + ω‖c(xk) +∇c(xk)d‖1.
Note that mk(0) = φ(xk) by (5). The function mk(d) is an approximation to
the ℓ1-penalty function φ(x
k + d) that we “trust” to be a good approximation
in the region ‖d‖∞ ≤ ∆
k. If a solution dk of (13) yields a “sufficient decrease”
in φ, the new iterate xk+1 is define by xk+1 = xk + dk. Otherwise, we reject
the step dk, define the next iterate to be xk+1 = xk, reduce the trust-region
radius, and proceed to the next iteration.
The quality of step dk is determined by means of the actual reduction
∆φk(dk), the expected reduction ∆mk(dk), and the ratio ρk(dk) between these
quantities, defined as follows:
∆φk(dk) = φ(xk)− φ(xk + dk), (Actual reduction) (14a)
∆mk(dk) = mk(0)−mk(dk), (Expected reduction) (14b)
ρk(dk) =
∆φk(dk)
∆mk(dk)
. (Agreement ratio) (14c)
The expected reduction (14b) for dk is always nonnegative when xk is feasible
for (6), since d = 0 is a feasible point of (13). If ρk(dk) exceeds a positive
threshold value ρ, the step improves the objective φ significantly, so we can
accept it. If ρk(dk) is close to 1, mk and φ are probably in good agreement
over the current trust region, so we increase the trust-region radius for the
next iteration. If ρk(dk) falls below another small positive threshold η, we
deem the agreement between mk and φ to be poor, and we reduce the trust-
region for the next iteration. Since we choose parameters ρ and η to satisfy
ρ < η, the trust-region radius is always reduced whenever the step is not taken.
The Sℓ1LP algorithm to solve (6) is specified in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 terminates if any of the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) The objective value is equal to the known best possible value of the prob-
lem. (For example, in our application of Section 5, we can terminate if the
load shedding is reduced to zero.)
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Algorithm 1 Sequential ℓ1-Linear Programming
Require:
Upper bound on trust-region radius ∆ > 0;
Parameters ρ, η, η, c1, and c2 where 0 < ρ < η < 0.5 < η < 1, and 0 < c2 < 1 < c1;
Initial iterate x0 and initial trust-region radius ∆0 ∈ (0, ∆];
Ensure:
Solution x∗ of CSNO problem (6);
1: for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · do
2: Construct and solve LP subproblem (13) at xk to obtain step dk;
3: if ρk(dk) < ρ then ◮ Step dk is poor.
4: xk+1 ← xk;
5: else ◮ Step dk is good.
6: xk+1 ← xk + dk ;
7: end if
8: if ρk(dk) < η then ◮ Poor agreement.
9: ∆k+1 ← c2∆
k;
10: else if ρk(dk) > η then ◮ Good agreement.
11: ∆k+1 ← min{c1∆
k,∆};
12: else ◮ Fair agreement.
13: ∆k+1 ← ∆k;
14: end if
15: if termination conditions are satisfied then
16: break;
17: end if
18: end for
19: x∗ ← xk;
(b) For some ǫ > 0, we have
|φ(xk)−mk(dk)|
∆k
≤ ǫ. (15)
(c) The trust region radius drops below a lower bound ∆.
(d) The iteration counter reaches a maximum limit.
Conditions (c) and (d) indicate unsuccessful termination. If (b) is satisfied,
the ratio of possible improvement to trust region size is small, indicating that
the objective is in a flat region, probably near a solution.
In our implementation, we reformulate the subproblem (13) as a true linear
program by introducing an auxiliary variables α to replace the ℓ1-norm, and
replacing the ℓ∞-norm by bounds, as follows:
min
d,α
pTd+ ω
m∑
i=1
αi (16a)
subject to − α ≤ c(xk) +∇c(xk)d ≤ α (16b)
max{x− xk,−∆k} ≤ d ≤ min{x− xk, ∆k}, (16c)
where max and min in (16c) are applied element-wise. We have already men-
tioned that the subproblem is always feasible no matter how small the trust-
region radius ∆k is, provided xk is feasible for the simple constraints in (6).
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Due to the constraint (16c), the next iterate xk+1 = xk + dk or xk+1 = xk
also satisfies the bounds in inequality constraints in (6). Thus feasibility can
be guaranteed for all iterates xk, provided that the initial iterate x0 is feasible.
It follows that (16) can be used in place of (13) in Algorithm 1 (line 2).
The Sℓ1LP approach has several advantages. First, it does not require
second derivative information, which may be expensive to evaluate. Second,
as we discuss later, rapid convergence can still be achieved if the limit is a fully
determined solution. Third, the subproblem is a linear program, so a simplex
code can exploit warm start information from the previous Sℓ1LP iteration.
3.2 Global Convergence Properties
In discussing the global convergence properties of Sℓ1LP we consider a slight
generalization of the formulation (6), which we define as follows:
min
x
φ(x) := pTx+ h(c(x)) subject to x ∈ Ω, (17)
where Ω ⊆ Rn is a polyhedral convex set and h : Rm → R is a polyhedral
convex function (12). The linear subproblem at iteration k for (17) is
min
d
mk(d) := pT (xk + d) + h(c(xk) +∇c(xk)d)
subject to xk + d ∈ Ω,
‖d‖
∞
≤ ∆k.
(18)
We recover (6) and (13), respectively, by setting h(x) = ω‖x‖1 and Ω = {x ∈
R
n | x ≤ x ≤ x} in (17) and (18).
The following technical results are useful in proving global convergence.
(We omit the proof of the first result, which is elementary.)
Lemma 1 Let C be a polyhedral convex set in Rn. Then the dual cone C∗ of
C (see (9)) is a closed convex polyhedral cone.
Lemma 2 Let C be a nonempty closed convex polyhedron and D a nonempty
closed convex polyhedral cone in Rn. If for each d ∈ D there exists c ∈ C such
that cTd ≥ 0, then there exists c′ ∈ C such that (c′)T d ≥ 0 for all d ∈ D.
Proof Note that 0 ∈ D, since D is a closed convex cone. If 0 ∈ C, we can
choose c′ = 0 and we are done. If 0 /∈ C, assume for a contradiction that for
each d ∈ D there exists c ∈ C such that cTd ≥ 0 but there is no c′ ∈ C such
that (c′)T d ≥ 0 for all d ∈ D. Let D∗ be the dual cone of D. Then D∗ is a
closed convex polyhedral cone by Lemma 1, and we have C ∩D∗ = ∅. By the
separating theorem for polyhedra (see for example Vanderbei (2007, Theorem
10.4)), there exists a vector p such that pT c < 0 for all c ∈ C and pTd∗ ≥ 0
for all d∗ ∈ D∗. From the latter, we have p ∈ D∗∗ = cl conv coneD = D. Thus
we have identified p ∈ D such that pT c < 0 for all c ∈ C. This contradicts the
assumption mentioned before. Thus there exists c′ ∈ C such that (c′)T d ≥ 0
for all d ∈ D. ⊓⊔
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Now we are ready to show the global convergence of the Sℓ1LP algorithm.
For this purpose we recall the definition (10) of the normal cone NΩ(x) to Ω
at a point x ∈ Ω. We also need the first-order optimality condition for (17) at
a point x∗, which is that there exists λ∗ ∈ ∂h(c(x∗)) such that
0 ∈ p+∇c(x∗)Tλ∗ +NΩ(x
∗). (19)
Theorem 3 Assume that φ(x) is bounded below and the sequence {xk} gen-
erated by Algorithm 1 is bounded. Also assume that ∂h(c) is bounded for all c.
Then there is a subsequence S of {xk} with a limit point x∞ that satisfies the
first-order optimality conditions (19).
We note that the assumptions for Theorem 3 hold for our problem since h(c) =
ω‖c‖1 and so ∂h(x) ⊂ ⊗
m
i=1[−ω, ω], while the objective φ(x) is bounded below
by zero. Versions of this result without the constraint x ∈ Ω appear in Fletcher
(1987, Theorem 14.5.1) and Fletcher and Sainz de la Maza (1989, Theorem
2.1). Our proof follows these, with modifications to handle the presence of the
feasible set Ω.
Proof By taking a further subsequence S if necessary, we can assume that one
of the following two cases occurs for indices k ∈ S:
(a) ρk(dk) < η and ∆k+1 → 0. Thus ‖dk‖ → 0.
(b) ρk(dk) > η and inf∆k > 0.
We consider first case (a). Suppose for contradiction that there exists a nonzero
vector s ∈ FΩ(x
∞) and a constant β > 0 such that
max
λ∈∂h(c(x∞))
1
‖s‖
sT (p+∇c(x∞)Tλ) = −β, β > 0. (20)
where the closed convex cone of feasible directions FΩ(x) is defined in (11).
Because Ω is polyhedral convex, we have NΩ(x) ⊆ NΩ(x
∞) for all x close
enough to x∞, by outer-semicontinuity of NΩ(x) (Rockafellar and Wets 1998,
Proposition 6.6). (This fact is a consequence of A(x) ⊂ A(x∞) for x close
enough to x∞.) We thus have FΩ(x
∞) ⊆ FΩ(x), since FΩ(x) = NΩ(x)
◦.
Since s ∈ FΩ(x
∞) and lim
k∈S
xk = x∞, we have s ∈ FΩ(x
k) for k sufficiently
large. Furthermore, it is easy to show from the definitions associated with
polyhedral convex Ω at the end of Section 2 that xk + ‖dk‖(s/‖s‖) ∈ Ω, since
‖dk‖ → 0 and xk → x∞. Since c(x) is continuous and ∂h is bounded, we know
from Taylor’s Theorem that
φ(xk + d) = pT (xk + d) + h(c(xk + d))
= pT (xk + d) + h
(
c(xk) +∇c(xk)d+ o(‖d‖)
)
= pT (xk + d) + h(c(xk) +∇c(xk)d) + o(‖d‖)
= mk(d) + o(‖d‖).
(21)
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Then for sufficiently large k, we have
∆mk(dk) = φ(xk)−mk(dk)
≥ φ(xk)−mk
(
‖dk‖
s
‖s‖
)
= φ(xk)− φ
(
xk + ‖dk‖
s
‖s‖
)
+ o
(
‖dk‖
)
≥ β‖dk‖+ o
(
‖dk‖
)
.
The first inequality follows from the fact that dk solves the subproblem (18)
whereas s(‖dk‖/‖s‖) is another feasible point for this subproblem. The second
equality follows from (21), and the final inequality follows from Fletcher (1987,
Corollary to Lemma 14.5.1) and (20). Also we know that
∆φk(dk) = ∆mk(dk) + o(‖dk‖),
so that
ρk(dk) =
∆φk(dk)
∆mk(dk)
= 1 + o(1).
This contradicts the assumption that ρk(dk) < η. Therefore there is no such
vector s ∈ FΩ(x
∞) for which (20) holds, so that for all s ∈ FΩ(x
∞), we have
max
λ∈∂h(c(x∞))
1
‖s‖
sT (p+∇c(x∞)Tλ) ≥ 0.
We can now set D = FΩ(x
∞) and C = ∂h(c(x∞)) in Lemma 2 to conclude
that there exists λ∗ ∈ ∂h(c(x∞)) such that sT (p+∇c(x∞)Tλ∗) ≥ 0 for all
s ∈ FΩ(x
∞). We therefore have the desired result that 0 ∈ p+∇c(x∞)Tλ∗ +
NΩ(x
∞).
In case (b), we know that ∆φk(dk)→ 0 from
φ(x0)− φ(x∞) ≥
∑
k∈S
∆φk(dk).
Since ρk(dk) ≥ η, we also have ∆mk(dk) → 0. Now let d∞ be a solution of
the subproblem (18) with xk = x∞ and ∆∞ < ∆˜ := inf
k∈S
∆k. Also define
x˜ = x∞ + d∞. Then
‖x˜− xk‖ ≤ ‖x˜− x∞‖+ ‖x∞ − xk‖ = ‖d∞‖+ o(1) ≤ ∆∞ + o(1) ≤ ∆k,
for sufficiently large k ∈ S. Thus x˜− xk is feasible for (13) and
mk(x˜− xk) ≥ mk(dk) = φ(xk)−∆mk(dk).
By taking limits of both sides, we have
m∞(d∞) ≥ φ(x∞) = m∞(0).
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Therefore, 0 is also a solution of (18) (with xk = x∞ and ∆k = ∆∞), in par-
ticular, the trust-region constraint is inactive. From the optimality conditions
of (18), there exists λ∗ ∈ ∂h(c(x∞)) such that
0 ∈ p+∇c(x∞)Tλ∗ +NΩ(x
∞).
Thus x∞ is a KKT point of (17). ⊓⊔
3.3 Fast Local Convergence in the Fully Determined Case
As discussed in Section 2, we cannot expect the Sℓ1LP algorithm to have a
local convergence rate faster than linear in general, because it uses only first-
order information about the function c(x). However, when the solution x∗ is
fully determined (see Definition 1), and when certain other conditions hold,
the algorithm converges locally at a quadratic rate. In this subsection, we
analyze this phenomenon, which is commonly observed in our application of
Section 5.
First-order optimality conditions for problem (6) are as follows (cf. (4)):
p+ ω∇c(x)Tλ− µ− ν = 0, (22a)
λ ∈ ∂‖c(x)‖1, (22b)
0 ≤ x− x ⊥ µ ≥ 0, (22c)
0 ≥ x− x ⊥ ν ≤ 0, (22d)
where λ, µ and ν are the dual variables. We say that strict complementarity
holds at a primal-dual solution (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) of (22) if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:
(a) λ∗j ∈ (−1, 1) if cj(x
∗) = 0 for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
(b) µ∗i > 0 if (x
∗ − x)i = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, that is, for i ∈ A
∗,
(c) ν∗i < 0 if (x
∗ − x)i = 0 for i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, that is, for i ∈ A
∗
.
In other words, strict complementarity requires existence of γ > 0 such that
|λ∗j | ≤ 1− γ for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}, (23a)
µ∗i ≥ γ for i ∈ A
∗, (23b)
ν∗i ≤ −γ for i ∈ A
∗
. (23c)
Guided by the optimality conditions (22), we have the following result
concerning solution dk of the LP subproblem (16).
Lemma 4 Suppose that (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) satisfies (22), that x∗ is fully deter-
mined, and that strict complementarity holds at (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗). Then for all
xk sufficiently close to x∗, and provided that ∆k ≥ 2‖xk−x∗‖, the subproblem
(13) has a solution dk such that c(xk) + ∇c(xk)dk = 0, (xk + dk)i = xi for
i ∈ A∗, (xk + dk)i = xi for i ∈ A
∗
and ‖xk + dk − x∗‖ = O(‖xk − x∗‖2).
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Proof We write the first-order necessary conditions of the subproblem (13)
without the trust-region constraints as follows:
p+ ω∇c(xk)Tλ− µ− ν = 0 (24a)
λ ∈ ∂‖c(xk) +∇c(xk)d‖1 (24b)
0 ≤ xk + d− x ⊥ µ ≥ 0 (24c)
0 ≥ xk + d− x ⊥ ν ≤ 0. (24d)
We will construct a solution (dk, λk, µk, νk) to these conditions and then show
that dk = x∗ − xk + O(‖xk − x∗‖2) and thus ‖dk‖ ≤ 2‖xk − x∗‖ ≤ ∆k when
‖xk−x∗‖ is sufficiently small. In addition, this dk satisfies the other conditions
mentioned in the theorem, and together with c(xk) +∇c(xk)dk = 0, it solves
(13).
In constructing our solution (dk, λk, µk, νk) to (24), we define
µki = 0 for i /∈ A
∗ (25a)
νki = 0 for i /∈ A
∗
. (25b)
and
dki = xi − x
k
i = x
∗
i − x
k
i for i ∈ A
∗ (26a)
dki = xi − x
k
i = x
∗
i − x
k
i for i ∈ A
∗
. (26b)
We further require dk to satisfy
c(x∗) = 0 = c(xk) +∇c(xk)dk. (27)
The remaining components of (dk, λk, µk, νk) are required to satisfy the fol-
lowing linear system:
[
∇c(xk)T ITA∗ I
T
A
∗
]
ωλk
−µkA∗
−νk
A
∗

 = −p, (28)
which is essentially (24a) with the substitution (25). By comparing (28) with
(22a), we have
[
∇c(xk)T ITA∗ I
T
A
∗
] ωλ
k
−µkA∗
−νk
A
∗

 = [∇c(x∗)T ITA∗ ITA∗
] ωλ
∗
−µ∗A∗
−ν∗
A
∗


=
[
∇c(xk)T ITA∗ I
T
A
∗
] ωλ
∗
−µ∗A∗
−ν∗
A
∗

+ O(‖xk − x∗‖).
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Since LICQ holds at x∗ and m+ |A∗| = n,
[
∇c(x∗)
IA∗
]
is a nonsingular square
matrix. Then by continuity of ∇c, the matrix
[
∇c(xk)
IA∗
]
is uniformly nonsin-
gular for ‖xk − x∗‖ sufficiently small, and we have

 ωλ
k
−µkA∗
−νk
A
∗

 =

 ωλ
∗
−µ∗A∗
−ν∗
A
∗

+O(‖xk − x∗‖).
It follows from this relation and the strict complementarity assumption on
(x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) that µkA∗ > 0, ν
k
A
∗ < 0, and λk ∈ (−1, 1)m for ‖xk − x∗‖
sufficiently small. Because of (27), these values are feasible for (24).
Note from (27) and Taylor’s theorem that
∇c(xk)dk = c(x∗)− c(xk) = ∇c(xk)(x∗ − xk) +O(‖x∗ − xk‖2).
By combining this expression with (26), we obtain
[
∇c(xk)
IA∗
]
dk =
[
∇c(xk)
IA∗
]
(x∗ − xk) +O(‖x∗ − xk‖2).
By invertibility of the coefficient matrix (discussed above), we have
dk = (x∗ − xk) +O(‖x∗ − xk‖2). (29)
This estimate implies that the bounds inactive at x∗ will also be inactive at
xk + dk, where dk is the solution of the subproblem (13), for xk close enough
to x∗.
At this point, we have found (dk, λk, µk, νk) that satisfies (24), and that
dk satisfies the other properties claimed in the theorem. Moreover, dk satisfies
the trust-region bound, since
‖dk‖ = ‖xk − x∗‖+O(‖xk − x∗‖2) ≤ 2‖xk − x∗‖ ≤ ∆k,
for xk close enough to x∗. Thus d = dk solves (13), as required. ⊓⊔
Lemma 4 says that under the given conditions, there exists a solution dk of
the linearized subproblem that is a quadratic step to a solution of the problem
(6). We show now that dk is unique solution of the linearized subproblem,
under the given conditions.
Lemma 5 Under the conditions of Lemma 4, the vector dk described in this
result is the unique solution of the linearized subproblem (16).
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Proof Assume that the conditions in Lemma 4 hold and let (dk, λk, µk, νk)
satisfy (24). From (24a), we have for all d that
(p+ ω∇c(xk)Tλk)T (d− dk) = (µk + νk)T (d− dk).
Since mk(d) is a convex function, we have
mk(d) ≥ mk(dk) + (p+ ω∇c(xk)Tλk)T (d− dk)
= mk(dk) + (µk + νk)T (d− dk).
We also know that
(µk + νk)i


> 0 if i ∈ A∗,
< 0 if i ∈ A
∗
,
= 0 otherwise .
(30)
Now assume for contradiction that d′ is a solution of (13), different from
dk. If d′A∗ = d
k
A∗ , then both of d
′ and dk satisfy the following equation:[
∇c(xk)
IA∗
]
d =
[
c(x∗)− c(xk)
(x∗ − xk)A∗
]
,
which implies that d′ = dk, by nonsingularity of the coefficient matrix, con-
tradicting the choice of d′. If d′A∗ 6= d
k
A∗ , we have since d
k
i achieves its lower
bound for i ∈ A∗ and its upper bound for i ∈ A
∗
that
(d′ − dk)A∗ ≥ 0, (d
′ − dk)
A
∗ ≤ 0, (d′ − dk)A∗ 6= 0.
By (30), we therefore have that (µk + νk)T (d′ − dk) > 0, which implies
mk(d′) ≥ mk(dk) + (µk + νk)T (d′ − dk) > mk(dk).
Thus d′ cannot be a solution of (13). ⊓⊔
We now show quadratic local convergence of Algorithm 1 applied to (6),
under the assumptions of this section.
Theorem 6 Suppose that Algorithm 1 generates a sequence {xk} that has
an accumulation point x∗, where x∗ satisfies (22), is fully determined, and
strict complementarity holds at (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗). Suppose for some iterate k¯
with ‖xk¯ − x∗‖ sufficiently small, we have that ∆k¯ ≥ 2‖xk¯ − x∗‖. Then the
sequence {xk} converges quadratically to x∗.
Proof The main part of the proof is to show that the step dk defined in
Lemma 4 is accepted by Algorithm 1, with a value of ρk(dk) close to 1, for
‖xk − x∗‖ sufficiently small with ∆k ≥ 2‖xk − x∗‖. It follows that the trust
region radius is not decreased, and hence remains inactive at the next itera-
tion. A recursive argument applied to the iteration sequence starting at k = k¯
completes the proof.
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For dk defined in Lemma 4, we have the definition (14c) that
ρk(dk) =
φ(xk)− φ(xk + dk)
mk(0)−mk(dk)
=
−pTdk + ω(‖c(xk)‖1 − ‖c(x
k + dk)‖1)
−pTdk + ω(‖c(xk)‖1 − ‖c(x
k) +∇c(xk)dk‖1)
= 1 +
−ω‖c(xk + dk)‖1
−pTdk + ω‖c(xk)‖1
since c(xk) +∇c(xk)dk = 0,
= 1 +
−ω‖c(xk) +∇c(xk)dk +O(‖dk‖2)‖1
−pTdk + ω‖∇c(xk)dk‖1
= 1 +
O(‖dk‖2)
−pTdk + ω‖∇c(xk)dk‖1
.
We show now that the remainder term in this expression is of size O(‖dk‖) by
showing that the denominator is bounded below by a multiple of ‖dk‖. From
the optimality condition (22a), we have
pTdk + ω(λ∗)T∇c(x∗)dk = (µ∗)T dk + (ν∗)Tdk. (31)
Since strict complementarity holds at (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗), we have from the con-
stant γ > 0 defined in (23) that
(λ∗)T∇c(x∗)dk ≥ −(1− γ)‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1
and so
‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1 ≥ γ‖∇c(x
∗)dk‖1 − (λ
∗)T∇c(x∗)dk. (32)
Using (23) again, noting that µ∗i ≥ γ and d
k
i ≤ 0 for i ∈ A
∗, and ν∗i ≤ −γ and
dki ≥ 0 for i ∈ A
∗
, we also have
− (µ∗A∗)
T dkA∗ − (ν
∗
A
∗)T dk
A
∗ ≥ γ‖dkA∗‖1. (33)
By combining (29), (31), (32), and (33), we have
−pTdk + ω‖∇c(xk)dk‖1
= −pTdk + ω‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1 +O(‖d
k‖2)
≥ −pTdk − ω(λ∗)T∇c(x∗)dk + ωγ‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1 +O(‖d
k‖2)
= −(µ∗)T dk − (ν∗)T dk + ωγ‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1 +O(‖d
k‖2)
= −(µ∗A∗)
T dkA∗ − (ν
∗
A
∗)T dk
A
∗ + ωγ‖∇c(x∗)dk‖1 +O(‖d
k‖2)
≥ γ‖dkA∗‖1 + ωγ‖∇c(x
∗)dk‖1 +O(‖d
k‖2)
= γ
∥∥∥∥∥
[
ω∇c(x∗)
IA∗
]
dk
∥∥∥∥∥
1
+O(‖dk‖2)
≥ γζ‖dk‖+O(‖dk‖2)
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where ζ > 0 is a value related to the smallest singular value of
[
ω∇c(x∗)
IA∗
]
.
By substituting this lower bound into the expression for ρk(dk) derived above,
and using (29), we obtain
ρk = 1 +
O(‖dk‖2)
−pTdk + ω‖∇c(xk)dk‖1
= 1 +O(‖dk‖) = 1 +O(‖x∗ − xk‖). (34)
We can now argue recursively to obtain the result. Suppose that xk¯ and ∆k¯
are as defined in the statement of the theorem, with ‖xk¯ − x∗‖ small enough
that Lemma 4 holds. By tightening the requirement on ‖xk¯−x∗‖ if necessary,
we note the following: (i) From the estimate (34), we have that ρk¯ ≥ η, so
that ∆k¯+1 ≥ ∆k¯ according to Algorithm 1, and xk¯+1 = xk¯ + dk¯; and (ii)
from (29), we have that ‖xk¯+1 − x∗‖ = O(‖xk¯ − x∗‖2) ≤ ‖xk¯ − x∗‖, so both
Lemma 4 and the estimates above continue to hold at the next iteration k¯+1.
Thus the recursion continues through all subsequent iterates k ≥ k¯. Quadratic
convergence follows from (29), since we have
‖xk+1 − x∗‖ = ‖xk + dk − x∗‖ = O(‖xk − x∗‖2).
⊓⊔
4 Accelerating Sℓ1LP via an Active-Set Heuristic
We now consider the behavior of Sℓ1LP as it approaches “underdetermined”
solutions (see Definition 1). Since we can expect only linear convergence in
these circumstances, we examine ways to accelerate the method by making
use of active-set estimates and second-order information. In this section, we
examine the elements of this approach in turn. We start with estimation of
the active set in Subsection 4.1 and of values for the Lagrange multipliers in
Subsection 4.2. Subsections 4.3 describes the nonlinear system of equations to
be solved in the active-set strategy, while Subsection 4.4 describes a heuristic
for modifying the active-set estimate if it appears to be faulty, and concludes
with a full specification of the active-set heuristic. Subsection 4.5 describes
how the active-set heuristic is inserted into the Sℓ1LP algorithm, and discusses
convergence properties of the enhanced approach.
Our discussion in this section refers both to the original formulation (1) and
the nonsmooth penalty-function form (6). As we have noted, the two forms are
equivalent for sufficiently large choice of penalty parameter ω, and it makes
sense for a locally-convergent phase of the Sℓ1LP algorithm to assume that the
iterates have been steered toward a manifold where c(x) = 0 holds, so that the
linearization of this condition can be enforced directly (rather than penalized)
in computing the steps.
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4.1 Active Set Identification
A vital ingredient of an active-set strategy for (1) include a reliable means for
estimating those bounds that are active at the solution x∗. This issue has been
examined in different contexts; see, for example Wright (1993); Hare and Lewis
(2004); Lewis (2003). It has been shown that first-order information is often
sufficient to make a reliable identification of the optimal active set, in certain
circumstances. Oberlin and Wright (2006) have shown that the optimal active
set of the nonsmooth-penalty formulation of nonlinear programming problem
can be (approximately) identified by linear subproblems under certain con-
ditions. They show if the current iterate xk is close enough to x∗ and the
trust-region ∆k is small enough, then the active set identified by xk + dk is a
subset of the optimal active set. Moreover, if LICQ and strict complementarity
conditions hold, and if the trust-region radius ∆k is large enough that x∗−xk
is feasible for the subproblem yet small enough to prevent constraints inactive
at x∗ from becoming active in the subproblem, then the active set identified
from the LP subproblem coincides with the optimal active set.
With this theory in mind, while not attempting to implement it rigorously,
we use the simple heuristic of estimating the active set from the active set of
the subproblem (16). Specifically, we estimate A∗ and A
∗
by the sets Ak+1
and Ak+1, respectively, where x
k+1 = xk + dk and
Ak+1 := {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | (xk + dk)i = xi},
A
k+1
:= {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | (xk + dk)i = xi},
as in (2). We observe that on Sℓ1LP iterations, there are fewer and fewer
changes to the active set as the iterations progress. It is therefore reasonable
to use these sets as an estimate of of the optimal active sets once the number
of changes drops below a specified threshold. Although these estimates may
not be exact, they provide a good starting point for the heuristic discussed in
Subsection 4.4, where incremental changes are tried for the active set in an
attempt to restore consistency of the first-order optimality conditions.
4.2 Lagrange Multiplier Estimation
We now discuss how to estimate Lagrange multipliers λ, µ, and ν to initialize
the active-set heuristic after an estimate of the active set becomes available.
Because, as we discuss in Subsection 3.3, fast local convergence can be obtained
without such estimates in the fully determined case, we consider here only
underdetermined cases, for which m+ |A∗| < n. We assume that LICQ holds
at x∗, that is, the constraint Jacobian matrix
[
∇c(x∗)
IA∗
]
has full row rank. The
constraint Jacobian (that is, the basis matrix) for a nondegenerate solution of
the LP subproblem (16) will contain n rows, with the extra n − (m + |A∗|)
rows coming from enforcement of additional bound or trust-region constraints
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on d. We thus make the following assumption, to ensure that this augmented
Jacobian retains its full-rank property.
Assumption 7 All matrices of the form

∇c(x
∗)
IA∗
ET


are nonsingular where E is an n× (n−m− |A∗|) matrix whose columns are
drawn from {ei | i /∈ A
∗}. Thus there exists ξ > 0 such that for all such E we
have ∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥

∇c(x
∗)
IA∗
ET


−1
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
≤ ξ.
Note that this assumption holds trivially for fully determined cases, since E
is null in such cases.
The dual linear program for (16) is as follows:
max
λ,µ,ν
ωc(xk)λ+ (lk)Tµ+ (uk)T ν (35a)
subject to p+ ω∇c(xk)Tλ− µ− ν = 0 (35b)
− 1 ≤ λ ≤ 1, µ ≥ 0, ν ≤ 0, (35c)
where
lk := max(x− xk,−∆k), uk := min(x− xk,−∆k).
The following theorem states the relation between the solution of (35) and
the optimal Lagrange multipliers (λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) under Assumption 7. This result
rests on an assumption that identification of the active set via the penalized
linear programming model, as described in Oberlin and Wright (2006), has
given an accurate result.
Theorem 8 Suppose that (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) satisfies (22) and the optimal active
set of (1) is identified by xk + dk. That is, we have
(xk + dk)i = xi ⇔ i ∈ A
∗, (xk + dk)i = xi ⇔ i ∈ A
∗
.
If the LP subproblem (16) has a solution (d, α) = (dk, 0) which is not degener-
ate and the Assumption 7 holds, then provided that xk is sufficiently close to
x∗, the dual problem (35) has a solution (λk, µk, νk) such that
(λk, µk, νk) = (λ∗, µ∗, ν∗) +O(‖x∗ − xk‖).
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Proof Let Ak+1∆ and A
k+1
∆ be defined by
Ak+1∆ = {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | (x
k + dk)i = xi} ∪ {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | d
k
i = −∆
k},
A
k+1
∆ = {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | (x
k + dk)i = xi} ∪ {i = 1, 2, . . . , n | d
k
i = ∆
k}.
By the assumptions of the theorem, we have A∗ ⊂ Ak+1∆ and A
∗
⊂ A
k+1
∆ .
From linear programming duality, we have
µki = 0 for i /∈ A
k+1
∆ , ν
k
i = 0 for i /∈ A
k+1
∆ .
We know further that
µ∗i = 0 for i ∈ A
k+1
∆ \A
∗, ν∗i = 0 for i ∈ A
k+1
∆ \A
∗
.
Then from (22a) and (35b), we have
[
∇c(xk)T IT
A
k+1
∆
IT
A
k+1
∆
]


ωλk
−µk
A
k+1
∆
−νk
A
k+1
∆

 = −p
=
[
∇c(x∗)T ITA∗ I
T
A
∗
]
ωλ∗
−µ∗A∗
−ν∗
A
∗


=
[
∇c(x∗)T IT
A
k+1
∆
IT
A
k+1
∆
]


ωλ∗
−µ∗
A
k+1
∆
−ν∗
A
k+1
∆


=
[
∇c(xk)T IT
A
k+1
∆
IT
A
k+1
∆
]


ωλ∗
−µ∗
A
k+1
∆
−ν∗
A
k+1
∆

+O(‖xk − x∗‖).
Since the solution (dk, 0) is not degenerate, and by smoothness of c, we have
from Assumption 7 that the matrix
[
∇c(xk)
I
A
k+1
∆
∪A
k+1
∆
]T
is a square, uniformly
nonsingular matrix for xk sufficiently close to x∗, and thus

ωλk
−µk
A
k+1
∆
−νk
A
k+1
∆

 =


ωλ∗
−µ∗
A
k+1
∆
−ν∗
A
k+1
∆

+O(‖xk − x∗‖).
Since µ∗i = µ
k
i = 0 for i /∈ A
k+1
∆ , and ν
∗
i = ν
k
i = 0 for i /∈ A
k+1
∆ , we have
λ
k
µk
νk

 =

λ
∗
µ∗
ν∗

+O(‖x∗ − xk‖),
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as desired. ⊓⊔
Theorem 8 indicates that the dual solution of the LP subproblem can
be used as a good approximation of the optimal Lagrange multipliers of the
original CNSO problem (6), for xk close to x∗. However, the estimated La-
grange multipliers may violate complementarity conditions in the optimality
conditions (22), due to the presence of trust-region constraints. To fix these vi-
olations, we drop the values of dual solution corresponding to the trust-region
constraints and define (λk+1, µk+1, νk+1) to start the active-set heuristic at
iterate xk+1 = xk + dk as below:
λk+1 = λk, µk+1i =
{
µki i ∈ A
k+1,
0 otherwise,
νk+1i =
{
νki i ∈ A
k+1
,
0 otherwise .
(36)
4.3 The Active-Set Heuristic
The active-set heuristic consists of a sequence of Newton step on a system of
nonlinear equations like (7), with A∗ and A
∗
replaced by current estimates
of these active sets, and the Newton linearization taking place around the
latest primal-dual iterate (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜), which is initialized to the primal-dual
point (xk + dk, λk+1, µk+1, νk+1) obtained as in the previous subsection. We
initialize the active set estimates A′ and A
′
to Ak+1 and A
k+1
, respectively,
and define
I ′ = {1, 2, . . . , n}\A′, I
′
= {1, 2, . . . , n}\A
′
, I ′ = {1, 2, . . . , n}\(A′ ∪A
′
).
as in (3). The Newton equations are as follows:


H˜ A˜ −I −I
A˜T
IA′,·
I
A
′
,·
II′,·
I
I
′
,·




∆x
∆λ
∆µ
∆ν

 = −


∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)
c(x˜)
(x˜− x)A′
(x˜− x)
A
′
µ˜I′
ν˜
I
′


(37)
where
H˜ =
m∑
i=1
λ˜i∇
2ci(x˜), A˜ = ∇c(x˜)
T .
(Note that the coefficient matrix in (37) is square.) Denoting the solution
of (37) by (∆x′, ∆λ′, ∆µ′, ∆ν′), we define a provisional estimate of the next
iterate by
(x′, λ′, µ′, ν′) = (x˜, λ˜, ν˜, µ˜) + (∆x′, ∆λ′, ∆µ′, ∆ν′). (38)
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We accept (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′) as the new iterate only if the following set of inequal-
ities (analogous to (8)) hold:
xi < x
′
i < xi for i ∈ I
′, (39a)
µ′i ≥ 0 for i ∈ A
′, (39b)
ν′i ≤ 0 for i ∈ A
′
. (39c)
We require in addition that the new iterate improves the norm of the algebraic
KKT conditions (4a), (4b) by at least a factor of 1/2, that is,∥∥∥∥∥
[
∇xL(x
′, λ′, µ′, ν′)
c(x′)
]∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 12
∥∥∥∥∥
[
∇xL(x˜, λ˜, ν˜, µ˜)
c(x˜)
]∥∥∥∥∥. (40)
If both these conditions hold, we replace (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜) by (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′), leave the
active-set estimates A′ and A
′
unchanged, and take another active-set step.
If condition (39) fails to hold, we try to “tweak” the active set and re-
solve the Newton equations for the new active sets, as described in the next
subsection.
Note that the system (37) contains a great deal of structure. By performing
various block eliminations and substitutions, we can reduce it significantly in
size. Some of the variables can be obtained directly, as follows
∆x′A′ = (x− x˜)A′ ,
∆x′
A
′ = (x− x˜)
A
′ ,
∆µ′I′ = −µI′ ,
∆ν′
I
′ = −ν
I
′ .
(41)
There are more variables that appear in just one equation, whose values can
be defined as follows:
∆µ′A′ = (H˜∆x
′ + A˜∆λ′ +∇xL(x˜, λ˜, ν˜, µ˜))A′ ,
∆ν′
A
′ = (H˜∆x′ + A˜∆λ′ +∇xL(x˜, λ˜, ν˜, µ˜))A′ .
(42)
The remaining variables can be obtained by solving the following linear system:[
H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,·
(A˜I′,·)
T 0
] [
∆x′I′
∆λ′
]
= −
[
[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, ν˜, µ˜)]I′
c(x˜)
]
. (43)
The coefficient matrix in (43) is symmetric indefinite, so we can perform an
factorization involving a lower triangular matrix L and a block diagonal matrix
D:
LDLT =
[
H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,·
(A˜I′,·)
T 0
]
. (44)
Having calculated this factorization, the solution of (43) can be computed by
performing two triangular substitutions and some other simple operations.
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4.4 Active Set Adjustment
In Subsection 4.1, we discussed taking the active set from the latest LP sub-
problem as our estimate of the optimal active set. We may find that for the step
produced in (37), (38) does not satisfy the inequality conditions (39), which
may be an indication that the current active set estimate is not optimal. Since
it is probably not too different from the optimum, however, we propose an-
other heuristic for making a few changes to it, rather than discarding the step
completely and returning to the Sℓ1LP algorithm.
The following rules are used to modify the active-set estimates A′ and A
′
.
– If x′i < xi, we add i to A
′; if x′i > xi, we add i to A
′
.
– If µ′i < 0, we remove i from A
′.
– If ν′i > 0, we remove i from A
′
.
Following these changes, we calculate the Newton step from (37), with the
modified sets A′ and A
′
, recalculate the provisional new iterate (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′)
from (38), and retest the inequality conditions (39). We declare “success”
when the inequality conditions are satisfied and the sufficient decrease test
(40) holds. Otherwise, we repeat the adjustment procedure up to a predefined
number of iterations. We declare “failure” and return to Sℓ1LP iterations if
– the conditions (39) are not satisfied at any of these steps,
– the conditions (39) are satisfied, but the improvement by the estimate
(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜) is insufficient. (i.e. (40) is not satisfied.)
– we re-encounter estimates A′ and A
′
that had been tried already at one of
the previous steps, or
– the total number of components in the active set (|A′|+ |A
′
|) grows larger
than n−m.
The second condition is invoked to prevent cycling among a set of choices
for the active-set estimates. When the third condition holds, the solution is
“overdetermined” by its constraints, and the coefficient matrix in (37) becomes
structurally singular.
Rather that solving (37) from scratch after modification of the active sets,
we re-use the factorization (44), modifying the system (43) by adding columns
to account for the changes to the active-set estimates. Any revised problem
with the altered active set approximation can be written in the following form:


H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,·
V
(A˜I′,·)
T 0
XT S




∆xI′
∆λ
·

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
(¸x˜)
s

 (45)
where the matrices X , V , S and the vector s capture the changes to the active
set. Below, we describe the five possible ways in which the active set can be
altered, and show how to define the system (45) to account for these cases.
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(a) When xi, for some i /∈ A
′, moves from the interior of its box constraint to
beyond the lower bound. Since the constraint xi ≥ xi needs to be active, the
value of ∆xi should be xi−x
k
i . Also the corresponding Lagrange multiplier
µi is allowed to move away from zero. The modified linear system can thus
be defined as follows:

H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,· (ei)I′
(A˜I′,·)
T 0 0
(ei)
T
I′ 0 0




∆xI′
∆λ
−∆µi

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
c(x˜)
x˜i − xi

 .
(b) When xi, for some i /∈ A
′, moves from the interior of its box constraint
to the upper bound, a similar construction yields the following modified
system:

H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,· (ei)I′
(A˜I′,·)
T 0 0
(ei)
T
I′ 0 0




∆xI′
∆λ
−∆νi

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
c(x˜)
x˜i − xi

 .
(c) When, for some i ∈ A′, a component νi or µi moves from one nonzero
value to another nonzero value with a different sign, we take it as an in-
dication that the corresponding component of x should move away from
its bound. We thus set the Lagrange multiplier component in question to
zero, and allow ∆xi to become nonzero, The augmented linear system has
the following form:

H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,· H˜I′,i
(A˜I′,·)
T 0 (A˜i,·)
T
H˜i,I′ A˜i,· H˜i,i




∆xI′
∆λ
∆xi

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
c(x˜)
[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]i

 .
If we permute the rows and columns of this system, we can recover a
structure similar to (37).
(d) When, for some i ∈ A
′
, xi moves from its upper bound to its lower bound,
we redefine ∆xi = xi − xi, and define the augmented system as follows:

H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,· H˜I′,i
(A˜I′,·)
T 0 (A˜i,·)
T
0 0 1




∆xI′
∆λ
∆xi

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
c(x˜)
xi − xi

 .
(e) When, for some i ∈ A′, xi moves from its lower bound to its upper bound,
we modify the augmented system as follows:

H˜I′,I′ A˜I′,· H˜I′,i
(A˜I′,·)
T 0 (A˜i,·)
T
0 0 1




∆xI′
∆λ
∆xi

 = −


[∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)]I′
c(x˜)
xi − xi

 .
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These modifications can be combined when multiple changes to the active
set are made on a single step. Each such change results in one extra row and
column being added to the reduced augmented system. Appendix A contains
further details on how the factorization (44) for the original coefficient matrix
can be leveraged to solve the systems above efficiently.
The full specification of the active-set heuristic appears as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Active-Set Heuristic
Require:
Primal-dual iterate (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜) and active set estimates A′ and A
′
;
Maximum number of iterations for tweaking process: T ;
Ensure:
Either declare failure and return to iterating in Algorithm 1,
or produce a primal-dual solution (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗);
1: loop
2: Calculate candidate iterate (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′) from (37) and (38);
3: TweakCounter ← 0;
4: while (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′) does not satisfy conditions (39) do
5: TweakCounter ← TweakCounter + 1;
6: if TweakCounter > T then
7: stop and return to Algorithm 1; ◮ No suitable active set found.
8: end if
9: Adjust active set estimates A′ and A
′
using the rules described in Subsection 4.4;
10: if A′ and A
′
were encountered on a previous iteration of this while loop
or |A′|+ |A
′
| > n−m then
11: stop and return to Algorithm 1; ◮ No suitable active set found.
12: end if
13: Calculate candidate iterate (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′) for the adjusted sets A′ and A
′
;
14: end while
15: if (40) does not hold then
16: stop and return to Algorithm 1; ◮ Insufficient improvement.
17: end if
18: Set (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)← (x′, λ′, µ′, ν′);
19: if
∥∥∥∥
[
∇xL(x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜)
c(x˜)
]∥∥∥∥ ≤ tol then
20: (x∗, λ∗, µ∗, ν∗)← (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜); ◮ Success!
21: stop;
22: end if
23: end loop
4.5 Inserting the Active-Set Heuristic into the Sℓ1LP Algorithm
The active-set heuristic can be invoked after an iteration of the Sℓ1LP algo-
rithm is completed, if we decide that the active sets Ak and A
k
have settled
down (for example, they have changed by fewer than ten components). To
invoke the active-set heuristic after a successful iteration k of Sℓ1LP, we esti-
mate Lagrange multipliers according to the procedure of Subsection 4.2, then
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invoke Algorithm 2 with (x˜, λ˜, µ˜, ν˜) = (xk + dk, λk+1, µk+1, νk+1), A′ = Ak+1,
and A
′
= A
k+1
.
If Algorithm 2 exits with a failure of the active-set heuristic, we simply
return to the Sℓ1LP algorithm and pick up where we left off, with the latest
values of xk and ∆k, and proceed with further iterations according to Al-
gorithm 1. Thus, it is clear that the global convergence theory developed in
Section 3 continues to hold.
Otherwise, if we remain in the active-set heuristic indefinitely, the condi-
tions (39) together with the decrease condition (40) ensure that any limit point
of this heuristic satisfies the first-order optimality conditions (4) of (1). Al-
though we refrain from offering a formal theory for the rate of convergence, it
is clear that if the active-set heuristic is invoked in the neighborhood of a point
x∗ at which first-order conditions, LICQ, strict complementarity, and second-
order sufficient conditions for (1) are satisfied, it can be expected to converge
quadratically, provided that c is twice continuously differentiable near x∗.
5 Feasibility Restoration for Power Systems
In this section we outline the problem of restoring feasibility to a power net-
work by optimal load shedding. The AC power flow model is defined in Subsec-
tion 5.1, while we formulate the optimal load-shedding problem as a problem
of the form (1) in Subsection 5.2.
We make use throughout this section of the following notations:
– Set of buses: N
– Set of generators: G ⊆ N
– Set of demand buses: D ⊆ N
– Index of the slack (reference) bus: s ∈ N
– Set of lines: L ⊆ N ×N
– Unit imaginary number: j
– Complex power at bus i ∈ N : Pi+ jQi. (Pi is the active power and Qi the
reactive power).
– Complex voltage at bus i ∈ N : Vie
jθi . (Vi is the voltage magnitude and θi
is the voltage angle.)
– Difference of θi and θk: θik = θi − θk
– Admittance for line (i, k) (that is, the (i, k) element of the line admittance
matrix): Gik + jBik.
We note that {G,D, {s}} is a partition of N , i.e. the sets G,D and {s} are
mutually disjoint and D ∪ G ∪ {s} = N .
5.1 Power Flow Problems
To operate a power system we need to know the voltages and powers at all
buses, captured in the vector (V, θ, P,Q), that satisfy the following power-flow
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balance equations arising from Kirchhoff’s laws:[
FP (V, θ)
FQ(V, θ)
]
= 0, (46)
where the ith entries of FP and FQ are nonlinear functions defined as
FPi (V, θ) := Vi
∑
k:(i,k)∈L
Vk(Gik cos (θik) +Bik sin (θik))− Pi (47a)
FQi (V, θ) := Vi
∑
k:(i,k)∈L
Vk(Gik sin (θik)−Bik cos (θik))−Qi. (47b)
The power flow problem is to find a solution (V, θ, P,Q) to the above equations,
where two out of each quadruplet (Vi, θi, Pi, Qi) are known for each bus. The
known quantities are varied by the type of bus. For generators i ∈ G, voltage
magnitude Vi and the active power Pi that the generators can produce are
known. For the slack bus s, the voltage magnitude Vs and angle θs are known.
For load buses i ∈ D, the active power Pi, and reactive power Qi are known.
Since Qi for i ∈ G can be determined directly from (47b), we can reduce (46) to
a system of 2|D|+ |G| nonlinear equations with 2|D|+ |G| variables (VD, θG∪D):
F (V, θ) =

F
P
G (V, θ)
FPD (V, θ)
FQD (V, θ)

 = 0, (48)
where Vs, θs, VG , PG , PD and QD are given.
Newton’s method is widely used for solving (48). If a problem is well-
conditioned and a sufficiently good initial starting point is given, it converges to
a solution in a few iterations. Moreover, since first derivatives can be computed
easily for this system, and the Jacobian is quite sparse, it can be implemented
efficiently.
More robust methods to solve ill-conditioned or badly-initialized power
flow problems have been studied by several authors (Iwamoto and Tamura
1981; Tripathy et al 1982; Milano 2009), including damped Newton methods
and homotopy methods. There is no known Newton-based method that can
detect reliably the unsolvability of a power flow problem, but in practice,
failure of Newton’s methods from a reasonable starting point is strong evidence
of nonexistence of a solution. A method based on Semidefinite programming
(SDP), which is studied by Lavaei and Low (2012) for OPF problems, has been
proposed recently as a more rigorous means of finding solutions and proving
nonexistence, but it cannot resolve all cases (see Molzahn et al (2013)).
5.2 Formulation of Feasibility Restoration for Power Systems
For systems in which (48) does not have a solution, we have to consider ad-
justments of demand or generation to restore feasibility of these equations.
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Previous works (Barboza and Salgado 2001b; Overbye 1995) seek a minimal
adjustment in the sense of an ℓ2-norm (Euclidean distance), but the resulting
solution is unappealing from an operational perspective, since it requires loads
to be adjusted at many demand nodes. We consider instead adjustments that
minimize an ℓ1-norm, which tend to yield adjustments at fewer nodes and
hence to be potentially more appealing in practice. The ℓ1-norm formulation
also leads itself well to the linear-programming-based techniques described in
this paper.
While the minimum adjustment of demand and generation approach cap-
tures the basic concept of feasibility restoration, we need to refine it by taking
certain practicalities into account. Power flow problem formulations often omit
restrictions on voltage magnitudes on buses, since these do not usually enter
into consideration under normal conditions. Since we are dealing with stressed
and disrupted networks here, it makes good sense to include them in our for-
mulations, to exclude solutions that would not be operational by restricting
the voltages to a certain range. Another factor to consider, since we intend the
formulation to provide a practical indication of how feasibility can be restored,
is to impose practical constraints on the adjustments indicated by the model.
For example, when load-shedding is needed on a demand bus, the amount of
the load-shedding should not exceed the total amount of demand at the bus.
Also, since the active and reactive powers on a bus are closely related, they
should be adjusted by the same fraction. With these additional restrictions,
we obtain the following formulation for feasibility restoration problem:
min
VD,θD∪G ,
σ
+
G
,σ
−
G
,ρD
∑
i∈G
|Pi|(σ
+
i + σ
−
i ) +
∑
i∈D
(|Pi|+ |Qi|)ρi (49a)
subject to FPi (V, θ)− |Pi|(σ
+
i − σ
−
i ) = 0 i ∈ G (49b)
FPi (V, θ)− |Pi|ρi = 0 i ∈ D (49c)
FQi (V, θ)− |Qi|ρi = 0 i ∈ D (49d)
V ≤ Vi ≤ V i ∈ D (49e)
0 ≤ σ+i ≤ σ
+
i i ∈ G (49f)
0 ≤ σ−i ≤ σ
−
i i ∈ G (49g)
0 ≤ ρi ≤ ρi i ∈ D, (49h)
where V and V are the lower and upper limits on voltage magnitudes of
demand buses, σ±i , i ∈ G are the bounds on the active power adjustments
of generators and ρi, i ∈ D are bounds on the active and reactive power
adjustments of demand nodes. We have assumed here that Pi ≤ 0 and Qi ≤ 0
for i ∈ D, and Pi > 0 for i ∈ G, following convention. We note the following
points.
– The problem has the form (1) for which we describe and analyze algorithms
in earlier sections. For the purpose of applying Algorithm 1, (49) must be
rewritten as (6), whose corresponding LP subproblem is (16).
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– Constraints (49b), (49c), and (49d) represent relaxations of the power flow
equations (48) in which the loads PG , PD, and QD are modified by a certain
relative amount, captured by the variables σ+i , σ
−
i , and ρi.
– Constraint (49b) ensures that power generation can be either increased or
decreased, but (49c) and (49d) ensure that loads at demand nodes can only
decrease.
– The same variable ρi is used in the active and reactive power balance equa-
tions (49c) and (49d), since it makes operational sense in many situations
for active and reactive load shedding to occur in the same fraction.
– Box constraints on the load shedding variables (49f), (49g), and (49h) en-
sure that adjustments cannot exceed user-defined limits. (Upper bounds
σ+i , σ
−
i , and ρi should not exceed 1.)
– The bounds (49e) guarantee that voltage levels are operationally viable in
the solution.
– In the objective (49a), we weight the coefficient of ρi with the sum of
original active power demand and reactive power demand (|Pi|+ |Qi|).
The feasibility restoration problem (49) is neither linear nor convex, so we
can guarantee only a local solution. The problem generalizes (48) in that if
a solution of the latter problem exists, it will yield a global solution of (49)
with an objective of zero when we set σ+i = σ
−
i = 0 for i ∈ G and ρi = 0 for
i ∈ D, provided the voltage constraints (49e) are satisfied. Moreover, by the
well-known sparsity property induced by the ℓ1 objective, we expect few of the
components of σ+G , σ
−
G , and ρD to be nonzero at a typical solution of (49).
We note that the formulation (49) can be enhanced (at the cost of some
additional complexity in the model) by adding limits on current flows on the
lines, which can be modeled by a combination of equality constraints and
nonnegative slack variables.
The solution of (49) suggests to the grid operator a feasible operating point
and a load-shedding pattern that can be used to attain this point.
6 Experimental Results
In this section we present the experimental results for our Sℓ1LP algorithm
applied to the CNSO reformulation of feasibility restoration problem (49).
The algorithm is implemented in Matlab1 on MacBook Pro (2.6 GHz In-
tel Core i7 with 8GB RAM) with Cplex2 as a linear programming solver.
Specifically, the Cplex Class API for Matlab is used to exploit the warm
start feature of LP solver. The Matlab functions provided by MATPOWER3
(Zimmerman et al 2011) are used to read power systems data and to compute
the values required to formulate the problems (such as the admittance matrix
and the derivatives of the power flow equations). The data sets included in
1 Version 8.1.0.604 (R2013a)
2 Version 12.6
3 Version 4.1
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MATPOWER package, which contains the power systems data from Power
Systems Test Case Archive (University of Washington, Electrical Engineering
2014), are used for the experiments, but they are modified to create infeasible
instances. (The original data is feasible for the power flow problem, so leads to
a zero feasible objective in (49) and its CNSO reformulation.) Our implemen-
tation includes pre-compiled code (Cplex) and Matlab code. We compare
it with Ipopt4 (Wa¨chter and Biegler 2006), an interior-point solver written
in C++ and compiled for Matlab with the MA27 linear solver; and MIPS, a
MATPOWER Interior Point Solver written in Matlab code.
For the Sℓ1LP phase, the following values are used for the parameters that
appear in Algorithm 1 and (15):
η = 0.5, η = 0.25, ρ = 0.1, ǫ = 10−3,
c1 = 2, c2 = 0.5, ∆
0 = ∆ = 1, ∆ = 10−5.
The penalty parameter ω is set to max{10|PD∪G |, 10|QG |}, which is chosen
to ensure that all equality constraints are satisfied, the tolerance to check the
activities and violations of constraints is set to 10−9 for all experiments. When
the active-set heuristic is used, we set T = 10 for the maximum number of
tweaking iterations. The choice is based on the fact that we want to termi-
nate the tweaking heuristic when the required time becomes comparable to (or
greater than) the required time for the full, untweaked process. In our experi-
ments, one tweaking iteration is 5-10 times faster than one Sℓ1LP iteration and
one Newton step on (37). For each LP subproblem, the dual simplex option is
used in Cplex. For Ipopt and MIPS, all parameters are set to their default
values. In the experiments, the voltage limits on each system are chosen so
that the optimal voltage magnitude values for the unmodified problems do
not violate the voltage constraints.
6.1 IEEE 57-Bus System with Line Impedance Perturbations
We study a standard test case, the IEEE 57-Bus system, to explore the over-
all behavior of our algorithm. Information about the system is provided in
Table 1(a). For the purpose of obtaining power network instances which are
disrupted in different degrees of severity from the 57-Bus systems data, we
modify the specifications of the problem by multiplying the impedance of each
line by factor β in the range [1, 2]. (Although disruptions of this kind would
not happen in practice, we believe that this technique is a reasonable way
to define a sequence of increasingly stressed grids that are closely related to
the realistic grids that are found in standard test sets.) The values given in
MATPOWER data file are used as the initial starting point for the algorithm.
Table 1(b) shows the results for the each value of β. The column “n−m−
|A∗|” indicates whether the solution is fully determined by its constraints (the
value is zero) or not (a positive integer). For the fully-determined cases, the
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# of Buses # of # of Variables # of Constraints
(V , V )
Ref G D Lines V θ σ±, ρ Total = ≤ or ≥
1 6 50 80 56 50 37 143 106 186 (0.93, 1.07)
(a) IEEE 57-Bus System for Line Impedance Perturbation.
β n−m− |A∗|
Iterations Time Loads Shed # of Buses w/
Sℓ1LP AS (sec) P Q Loads Shed
1.0 0 3(0) - 0.03 0 0 0
1.2 0 3(2) - 0.04 2.93 1.46 2
1.4 0 3(5) - 0.04 8.37 3.80 4
1.6 2
23(35)
5(20)
-
3(0)
0.13
0.06
18.06 7.89 9
1.8 2
23(47)
7(20)
-
3(1)
0.14
0.8
27.14 12.57 10
2.0 2
28(72)
6(31)
-
3(2)
0.15
0.05
35.65 16.57 11
(P in MW / Q in MVAr)
(b) Sℓ1LP Results on IEEE 57-Bus System.
Table 1 Line Impedance Perturbation: IEEE 57-Bus System.
active set heuristic is often not invoked, in which case we show the results as a
single line. In cases for which the active-set heuristics is used, we show two lines
of results, one for the case in which this heuristic is turned off and one for the
case in which we allow it to be invoked. The column labelled Sℓ1LP shows the
number of Sℓ1LP iterations with the total number of dual simplex iterations
in parentheses and the column labelled AS shows the number of active-set
iterations with the total number of tweaking iterations in parentheses. (We
use the same format to present the number of iterations for all the following
tables.)
When β = 1.0 (the original, non-disrupted system), the power flow problem
is feasible and thus the algorithm takes the same steps as Newton’s method
applied to the power-flow equations. It converges without needing any simplex
iterations; the original basis factorization is enough. As expected, the solu-
tion does not require any load shedding, and the objective is therefore zero.
With β = 1.2 or 1.4, the solution is still fully determined by the active con-
straints, and we observe quadratic convergence, consistently with the analysis
of Subsection 3.3, though in these cases, load shedding is required. A few sim-
plex iterations are needed in the process of solving the linear programming
subproblems, to resolve the active sets.
The cases of β = 1.6, 1.8, and 2.0 show the benefits of the active set
heuristic. When β = 2.0, for example, the Sℓ1LP algorithm without active-
set heuristic requires 28 iterations to find the solution, converging to this
underdetermined solution at a slow linear rate. When the active-set heuristic
is used, the algorithm invokes it after six iterations of Sℓ1LP and converges
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β
Bus
No.
Demanded Injected Loads Shed Buses
P Q P Q %
Total with
P Q V = V
1.6
20
30
31
32
33
42
53
56
57
2.3
3.6
5.8
1.6
3.8
7.1
20
7.6
6.7
1.0
1.8
2.9
0.8
1.9
4.4
10
2.2
2.0
2.02
3.52
0
1.26
0
5.39
19.00
6.98
3.26
0.88
1.76
0
0.63
0
3.34
9.50
2.02
0.97
12.3%
2.0%
100.0%
21.2%
100%
24.0%
5.0%
8.2%
51.3%
17.06 7.89
20
26
34
42
53
56
57
2.0
20
25
30
31
32
33
35
42
53
56
57
2.3
6.3
3.6
5.8
1.6
3.8
6.0
7.1
20
7.6
6.7
1.0
3.2
1.8
2.9
0.8
1.9
3.0
4.4
10
2.2
2.0
0.11
5.29
0.09
0
0.30
0
4.27
3.71
14.53
4.78
2.08
0.05
2.69
0.05
0
0.15
0
2.14
2.30
7.26
1.38
0.62
95.3%
16.1%
97.5%
100.0%
81.2%
100.0%
28.8%
47.7%
27.4%
37.1%
69.0%
35.65 16.57
20
26
35
42
53
56
57
(P in MW / Q in MVAr)
Table 2 Feasibility Restoration Results on IEEE 57-Bus Systems with β = 1.6 and β = 2.0
rapidly thereafter. The initial active set estimation from the Sℓ1LP steps was
not exact for this case, but two iterations of the active-set heuristic sufficed to
find the optimal active set.
When applied to these problems with β between 1.0 and 1.8, the MAT-
POWER AC power flow solver obtained solutions using Newton’s method
within ten iterations. Thus, there exist solutions to the basic power flow equa-
tions (48) without load shedding for these cases — but the voltage magnitudes
at some buses are too low for these solutions to be practically operational.
When β = 2.0, MATPOWER fails to find a solution, suggesting strongly that
the power-flow equations do not have a solution, even one with impractical
voltage magnitudes.
Details of the solutions obtained by the Sℓ1LP-AS algorithm for the cases
β = 1.6 and β = 2.0 are shown in Table 2. Load shedding is required at 9
and 11 buses, respectively, the table showing the percentage of load shedding
required at each bus. The last column indicates those buses at which the
optimal voltage magnitudes are at their lower bounds.
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6.2 Loss of a Transmission Line (N-1 Cases)
A more practical way to disrupt a power system is to remove transmission
lines. We test our algorithm on the standard IEEE 300-Bus system and Polish
systems by removing each transmission line in turn — the so-called “N − 1”
cases. Since we are mainly interested in unsolvable cases, we only consider the
lines such that (a) the whole system remains fully connected when the line
is removed; and (b) the Newton’s method of MATPOWER fails to solve the
power-flow equations for the damaged system. Using these criteria, we found
sixteen, two, and two-hundred sixty eight unsolvable cases for IEEE 30-Bus
system, Polish 2383-Bus system, and Polish 2746-Bus system, respectively.
However, not all unsolvable cases have a load-shedding solution that can make
the disrupted system feasible. We applied our algorithm on the unsolvable
instances and show the result of the cases on which there exists a load-shedding
solution in Table 3.
Details of the N − 1 systems derived from the IEEE 300-Bus system and
the Polish systems are presented in Table 3(a). (The number of lines listed in
the table is less than the number of lines in the original system by one. For
example, the IEEE 300-Bus system has 411 transmission lines, but since one
of them is removed in each of our cases, we list 410 lines.)
Table 3(b) shows results for the sixteen unsolvable N − 1 cases. As men-
tioned, none of these cases can be solved by the Newton’s method, and three
of them cannot even be solved as feasibility restoration problems, probably
because of the restrictions imposed in our formulation (49). We verified that
these three cases are actually infeasible problems using a different nonlinear
programming solver. For the ten cases in which the solutions are fully de-
termined by the constraints, we see fast convergence of Sℓ1LP without the
need to invoke the active-set heuristic. In the three underdetermined cases,
the active-set heuristic is used for speedup.
We also solved the feasibility restoration problems formulated for the two
N − 1 unsolvable cases of Polish 2383-Bus successfully using the Sℓ1LP-AS al-
gorithm; Table 3(c) shows the results. For Polish 2746-Bus system, the Sℓ1LP-
AS algorithm solves 160 out of 290 instances, and did not converge for 130
instances, which are confirmed to be infeasible using a different solver. In Ta-
ble 3(d), we present the results of eight typical instances, which are solved by
our algorithm. We note that no load shedding is required when transmission
line 1458 is removed, which means the N − 1 instance is feasible. (MAT-
POWER’s Newton solver fails on this instance because the Jacobian of the
power flow constraints goes singular.)
Note that in all cases, feasibility can be restored to the system by shedding
load on just a few buses if needed.
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System
# of # of # of # of Constraints
(V , V )
Buses Lines Variables = ≤ or ≥
IEEE 300 300 410 757 530 916 (0.92, 1.08)
Polish 2383 2383 2895 6087 4438 7410 (0.90, 1.12)
Polish 2746 2746 3278 6925 5127 8360 (0.98, 1.20)
(a) IEEE 300-Bus, Polish 2383-Bus and Polish 2746-Bus Systems for N − 1 Cases.
Line Iterations Time Loads Shed # of Buses w/
Removed Sℓ1LP AS (sec) P (MW) Q (MVAr) Loads Shed
66 8(9) 3(0) 0.08 49.88 13.80 2
114 5(1) - 0.05 136.63 66.43 1
177 5(5) - 0.05 8.15 375.82 1
181 6(7) - 0.05 1089.30 153.88 3
182 5(6) - 0.05 246.74 230.11 2
268 3(10) 4(0) 0.07 1158.70 39.06 4
294 5(10) - 0.05 154.37 0.03 3
309 9(30) 6(4) 0.13 822.25 21.23 7
364 5(1) - 0.05 107.78 50.83 1
367 5(4) - 0.05 229.10 114.12 2
369 6(8) - 0.05 51.04 4.79 2
370 5(1) - 0.05 34.81 2.49 1
381 5(4) - 0.06 23.27 7.96 1
Sℓ1LP-AS did not converge when line 116, 187 or 350 is removed
(b) Sℓ1LP-AS Results on IEEE 300-Bus System
Line Iterations Time Loads Shed # of Buses w/
Removed Sℓ1LP AS (sec) P (MW) Q (MVAr) Loads Shed
466 6(29) - 0.15 183.70 33.61 17
469 8(35) 3(0) 0.38 183.78 33.36 18
(c) Sℓ1LP-AS Results on Polish 2383-Bus System
Line Iterations Time Loads Shed # of Buses w/
Removed Sℓ1LP AS (sec) P (MW) Q (MVAr) Loads Shed
28 4(48) - 0.17 308.77 58.25 1
104 4(3) - 0.10 223.04 76.02 1
1458 4(3) - 0.10 0.00 0.00 0
1957 4(8) - 0.11 4.28 0.00 1
2068 4(55) - 0.23 25.30 4.69 1
3037 4(8) - 0.11 12.47 1.50 3
3046 4(8) - 0.11 9.62 0.76 2
3496 4(51) - 0.18 1.53 0.50 1
Sℓ1LP-AS solved 160 instances, and did not converge on 130 infeasible instances.
(d) Sℓ1LP-AS Results on Polish 2746-Bus System: 8 out of 160 Solved Instances Shown
Table 3 Loss of a Transmission Line: IEEE 300-Bus System and Polish Systems.
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System
# of # of # of # of Constraints
(V , V )
Buses Lines Variables = ≤ or ≥
IEEE 300 300 411 756 530 916 (0.92, 1.08)
(a) IEEE 300-Bus System for Loss of A Generator.
Generator Iterations Time Loads Shed # of Buses w/
Disabled Sℓ1LP AS (sec) P (MW) Q (MVAr) Loads Shed
98 16(89) 5(10) 0.19 1240.16 603.89 14
165 6(73) 4(3) 0.10 409.36 13.12 19
166 6(69) 4(3) 0.10 411.60 13.12 19
170 9(219) 1(0) 0.09 1377.83 142.14 15
249 5(76) 4(3) 0.10 353.79 11.47 19
252 5(1) - 0.05 375.55 147.28 1
264 5(82) 4(1) 0.08 436.88 11.87 21
Generator number is as appeared in the MATPOWER data file (case300.m)
(b) Sℓ1LP-AS Results on IEEE 300-Bus System
Table 4 Loss of A Generator: IEEE 300-Bus System.
6.3 Loss of a Generator
Another possible contingency that can disrupt a power system is a genera-
tor failure. We simulate this situation by disabling a generator. Similarly to
the previous subsection, we identified seven unsolvable cases by removing one
generator at a time from IEEE 300-Bus system for all generators (thus, the
corresponding bus is converted into a demand bus in the AC power flow prob-
lem), and formulated the feasibility restoration problem for these cases. The
problem setup (see Table 4(a)) is also similar to the previous experiments (cf.
Table 3(a)), but the number of variables and the number of lines are changed
since a generator is removed (and the node to which the generator attached is
converted into a demand bus) instead of a transmission line. Since the Polish
2383-Bus system and Polish 2746-Bus system do not have any unsolvable in-
stances caused by disabling a generator, they are not tested in this experiment.
Table 4(b) shows that the Sℓ1LP-AS algorithm successfully solves all seven
cases which have a loss of a generator, and the active-set heuristic is invoked
for six instances.
6.4 Comparisons with Ipopt and MIPS
Performance comparisons between Sℓ1LP-AS (that is, Sℓ1LP with the active-
set heuristic) and the solvers Ipopt and MIPS for feasibility restoration prob-
lems are shown in Table 5. We used four test problems from MATPOWER,
which include the IEEE standard test cases and Polish systems, with details
shown in Table 5(a). We used a similar setup here to Subsection 6.1, modifying
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# of # of # of # of Constraints
(V , V )
Buses Lines Variables = ≤ or ≥
IEEE 118 118 186 262 181 290 (0.93, 1.07)
IEEE 300 300 411 757 530 916 (0.92, 1.08)
Polish 2383 2383 2896 6087 4438 7410 (0.90, 1.12)
Polish 2746 2746 3279 6925 5127 8360 (0.98, 1.20)
(a) IEEE Standard Test Cases and Polish Systems for Performance Comparison.
System β
Sℓ1LP-AS Ipopt MIPS Loads Shed # of Buses
Iterations
Time (s)
L-BFGS Hessian
Iter. Time (s)
P Q with
LP AS Iter. Time (s) Iter. Time (s) (MW) (MVAr) Loads Shed
118 Bus
1.5 4(0) - 0.03 6 0.03 7 0.03 12 0.05 0 0 0
2.0 4(2) - 0.03 9 0.05 10 0.04 13 0.05 10.54 5.53 2
2.5 5(15) 3(1) 0.06 15 0.08 16 0.06 16 0.06 62.81 25.67 9
3.0 7(20) 3(0) 0.06 14 0.08 15 0.06 16 0.06 178.21 70.18 15
300 Bus
1.1 5(5) - 0.05 13 0.12 18 0.14 19 0.16 38.39 23.54 5
1.2 5(11) - 0.04 18 0.18 18 0.13 19 0.16 222.54 100.13 11
2383 Bus
1.2 8(27) - 0.24 24 1.29 20 0.91 22 1.76 188.66 41.44 17
1.4 11(51) 5(0) 0.65 23 1.25 20 0.91 21 1.64 233.97 55.02 22
1.6 6(82) 5(4) 0.62 26 1.47 21 0.95 21 1.65 290.20 67.03 29
1.8 14(283) 5(8) 0.96 46 2.61 31 1.38 38 3.05 535.43 87.65 52
2.0 13(571) 5(2) 0.89 95 5.99 44 1.46 44 2.65 855.74 116.32 82
2746 Bus
1.2 5(1) 1(0) 0.22 12 0.73 12 0.75 16 1.31 3.52 3.08 1
1.4 5(5) - 0.14 21 1.36 20 1.12 19 1.57 42.87 16.93 7
1.6 6(23) 4(2) 0.52 38 2.59 28 1.54 26 2.19 176.44 51.98 20
1.8 9(61) 3(0) 0.54 40 2.76 26 1.42 27 2.24 337.52 83.29 35
2.0 8(182) 4(4) 0.70 55 3.75 38 2.07 31 2.59 590.98 112.53 55
(b) Sℓ1LP-AS, Ipopt and MIPS Results on IEEE Standard Test Cases and Polish Systems.
Table 5 Performance Comparisons: Sℓ1LP (with Active-Set Heuristic) vs Ipopt and MIPS.
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the basic IEEE data and Polish system data by scaling the impedance of all
lines by a factor β > 1.
Two different variants of Ipopt are tested. One setting uses the exact Hes-
sian of the Lagrangian, while the other uses a limited-memory quasi-Newton
(L-BFGS) approximation. MIPS, which is provided within MATPOWER, uses
the exact Hessian, as does the active-set heuristic within Sℓ1LP-AS.
The 118-Bus system is quite robust. Even with β = 3, there exists a so-
lution that can operate the system within the given voltage range with load
adjustments on just a few buses. All methods solve the problem in less than
.1 seconds.
On the 300-Bus system, the solutions were fully determined in the cases re-
ported. The Sℓ1LP-AS converges rapidly without needing to invoke the active-
set heuristic, and gives faster runtimes than rival approaches. We also tried
setting β = 1.3, but none of the algorithms could find a solution for this case.
For the 2383-Bus systems, Sℓ1LP-AS is slightly faster than the other ap-
proaches, but its advantage over Ipopt becomes slimmer as β is increased.
On these heavily disrupted systems, many buses require adjustments to re-
cover feasibility, and the solutions are underdetermined, so the dual simplex
algorithm requires many more iterations on each subproblem. The active-set
heuristic continues to work well, however, and yields fast local convergence.
Sℓ1LP-AS is significantly faster for the cases based on the 2476-bus system,
even though there are underdetermined solutions in some of these cases.
We conclude with some observations about the implementations of each
of these solvers. Note that both Ipopt (with exact Hessian) and MIPS both
use interior point approaches and require similar numbers of iterations, but
Ipopt is about 30% faster on the more difficult problems, probably because it
is implemented in Matlab whereas Ipopt is implemented in C++. Our Sℓ1LP-
AS algorithm is coded in a combination of Matlab (to set up the subproblems
and to perform the active-set heuristic) and native code (the Cplex solver for
the LP subproblems) and thus falls somewhere between Ipopt and MIPS in
the efficiency of its code. A fully native implementation of Sℓ1LP-AS has the
potential to perform even better.
7 Conclusions
We have proposed an algorithm consisting of Sℓ1LP and an active-set heuristic
to solve nonsmooth penalty-function formulations of nonlinear programming
problems. Global and local convergence properties were explored, with a fo-
cus on local (quadratic) convergence in the case in which the solution is fully
determined by the constraints — a situation that occurs frequently in our
target application. In the final sections, we described application of our algo-
rithm to the problem of restoring feasibility to a disrupted power system, in
a practical way that limits the number of buses at which load must be shed.
Computational results were presented for system sizes up to 2746 buses, and
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comparisons were performed with interior-point solvers on the same formula-
tions.
Since the Sℓ1LP algorithm needs to solve LP subproblems at each iteration,
it may become slow due to the overhead of finding the LP solutions for large
problems. For highly perturbed power systems that require many demand
buses to be adjusted to recover feasibility, many simplex iterations may be
required to find a subproblem solution. Because of the nonconvex formulation,
our approach is not guaranteed to find a global solution, a limitation shared
with other solvers, including interior-point methods.
One goal of our formulation and method is to guide system operators to-
ward load-shedding patterns that restore practical operation of the grid at
minimum disruption. Another goal is to use the optimal objective in (49) as a
measure of disruption to the grid, to be used in analyzing the vulnerability of
the grid to deliberate attacks or natural disturbances. Vulnerability analysis
may indicate what capital improvements could make the system more robust
to such disruptions. We are exploring these issues further in current research.
A Solving Augmented Linear Systems
Assume that we already know the solution x0 of the square linear system
Hx = b1,
where H is symmetric, as well as factors L (lower triangular) and D (block diagonal) such
that LDLT = H. Suppose we are presented with the following augmented square linear
system: [
H V
X S
][
x1
x2
]
=
[
b1
b2
]
,
where the dimensions of the square matrix S are much smaller than those of H. We first
factorize the matrix into the two block triangular matrices:[
H V
X S
]
=
[
H 0
X C
][
I Y
0 I
]
where the matrices C and Y can be obtained by solving the following problems:
V = HY ⇒ LDLTY = V,
S = XY + C ⇒ C = S −XY.
Because of the properties of L and D, the matrix Y can be calculated economically, while
C requires simply a matrix multiplication. We can therefore rewrite the augmented system
as two linear systems with auxiliary variables w1 and w2:[
H 0
X C
][
w1
w2
]
=
[
b1
b2
]
,
[
I Y
0 I
][
x1
x2
]
=
[
w1
w2
]
.
Since Hw1 = b1, we have w1 = x0. Then w2 is obtained by solving the following system:
Cw2 = b2 −Xw1,
which can be performed economically, since C is small. We can then find x1 and x2 by
setting
x2 = w2,
x1 = w1 − Y x2.
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